
NBBA Logo Design Competition 

Thank you for taking the time to enter the Norfolk Basketball Association ‘Design A Logo’ Competition. 

Please complete the following form and follow the instructions to enter. 

Good Luck 

- Entrants must be 18 and under. 

- This form must be completed by a Parent or Guardian. 

- Only one design can be submitted per person. 

- Logos must be hand-drawn on A5 Paper or digital logos on a canvas of 148mm x 210mm. 

 

Entries Close Sunday 15th March. 

 

The winner will be announced on Norfolk Finals Day- Sunday 29th March at UEA Sportspark 

 

 

Entrant Name: ______________________________________________________   

 

Age: ________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Name: ______________________________________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Contact Number:  ___________________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Email Address:  ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Data Consent: The Norfolk Basketball Association is a privacy conscious organisation and is committed to 

complying with data protection law and to respecting the privacy rights of individuals. It is our responsibility 

to ensure that the documentation and data held on a subject is: 

▪ Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner 

▪ Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes 

▪ Adequate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary  

▪ Accurate and kept up to date, where necessary  

▪ Kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary 

▪ Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data.  

Any data held shall be processed fairly and lawfully and in accordance with the rights of data subjects under 

the regulation. Any individual will have the right, upon written request, to be told what personal data about 

that individual is being processed. Any individual will also have the right to be informed of the source of the 

data and to whom it may be disclosed. 

I confirm I have read, understood and accept the Data Declaration 



Media Consent: I give permission to the Norfolk Basketball Association to use my child's name, voice, 

statements, photograph, image, likeness, actions in any live or recorded form in whole or in part for any 

purpose worldwide, in any media whether now known or hereafter created without any additional 

consideration.                        

I confirm I have read, understood and accept the Photograph/Media Policy 

 

Entry Declaration: I confirm that the logo design submitted is the work of my child and is of an original 

design. I and my child understand that the logo design if hand drawn will be digitalised and as a result, there 

may be slight changes and adaptations to the original submission. Digital submissions may also be subject to 

slight alterations. By submitting this form, I acknowledge that all information entered is correct and I am 

agreeing to my child taking part in this competition. 

I confirm I have read, understood and accept the above statements. 

 

Once completed, email this form to info@norfolk-basketball.co.uk with the Logo Submission 

also attached. This must be a scanned copy if the logo is hand drawn, or a JPEG Image if 

digital. 


